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,Professor Ewing Lectures on Dangerousness 
by Krista Hughes . which could be applied to these ted. The judge needs only to rately predict future cri.minal 
. Over 60 people attended the cases. He .has · not decided predict "that the juvenile will conduct or. dangerousness?# 
first lecture of the Buffalo Law whether his writing will take the commit any crime for which the He answers with a firm and re-
. Review ,€cintribu~?C~ Ser~s on form of a book or an article, but state has established a criminal soun(jing "Nol w· With the help 
W~~~~sday,,: ,?ctq!J~(,·~ : :f"h.e~ he pre~icts ft will be rather·con- penalty. ;• of var,ious charts which analyze 
tatlt,.~1~~~ ;Sc1Js11.V,-Martln ! trovers1al. Ironically, the judges who statistical and clinical predic-
Preventtve Detention and The research which make .the predictions are ·mak, tions of dangerousness, Ewing 
.Dangerousness • Through the prompted Ewing's la'w review ing them only about juveniles addresses the problem of the 
Looking Glass," was ,given by article,.however, ·deals with the who have committed less seri- reliability of those predictions. 
UB Law Professor Charles detention of juveniles pending ous crimes. Older juveniles, In the studies just dealing 
Ewing. An article of the same trial and without any proof that aged 14and 15, who committhe with juveniles, the number of 
titlewillbefeaturedintheforth· they actually committed a major offenses such as mur- "False Positives," those pre-
coming issue of the Buffalo Law crime. It is a subject which der,. rape or arson, are tried as dieted to be dangerous but 
Review. "bridges the gap.'  between the- adults, and for adults there is whose behavior proves not 
Professor Ewing has spent Criminal Law and Juvenile Law no pretrial detention law. Thus da(lgerous, is as high as 92.6% 
the past several years doing re- courses which Professor Ewing the only juveniles who will be · and never better tha,:i 52.1% of 
~earch and wri_ting on predic- teaches. detained before trial are those those labeled dangerous. On 
t1ons of dangerousness, re- Wednesday night's discus- either very young or who have the average two out of every 
search which stems f(om an in- sion centered on the· Schall v. Prof...,. .., c,,,,,1.,, Ewi,rg committed less serious crimes. three predictions of dangerous-
terest in violent behaviour. Martin case, a case which chal - As Professor Ewing points ness turn out to be erroneous.Pltoto cr,,11,, ,.,,_, F. """'"'°"" 
Some earlier work concerned lenged the New York juvenile law is fraught with injustices and out, New York provides for the It is practically impossible, 
the use · of predictions of detention law. That law, section ironies, even though juveniles dentention of status offenders, therefore, for a family court 
dangerousness to determine 320.5 (3)(b) cf the New York are nowhere granted the same "Persons. In Need of Supervi- judge with very limited re• 
whether to impose the death Family Court Act, provides that kinds of rights as adults. In New sion" or "PINS," who have sources, and usually wihtout 
penalty. His current research "an alleged juvenile delinquent York State a juvenile can be committed no crimes at all. the benefit of an interview with 
steps away from predictions of may be detained ... in a locked up on the mere suspi- While every state has juvenile the juvenile in question, to ac-
violence to deal with how the juvenile detention cehter be- cian that he committed a crime. pretrial detention laws, New curately predict whether or not 
law should treat battered fore tr.ial, even before a finding No proof or even probable York is unique in that it has "ab-- that juvenile will prove to be 
women who kill their tormen- of probable cause, .if the judge cause is necessary. solutely no safeguards," such dangerous to himself or society 
tors. believes that there is a serious There is also no requirement as proof beyond a reasonable before his next court appear-
Since these women do not fit risk that before her next court that the crime the juvenile is doubt, built into the statute. ance. 
the pattern of self-defense kill- appearance she will com- charged with be a serious one, One questipn in particular . The courts in Schall v. Martin 
ings, Ewing suggests that mit . .. any violation of the New or that the risk being protected which concerns Professor were provided with many of the 
"there is a.need for a theory of York Penal Law." by detaining the juvenile is that • Ewing is "Can family court same statistics as presented by 
psychological self-defense" Mr. Ewing points out that the a serious crime will be commit• judges, or anyone else. accu- m ntinued on page 2 
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·sBA Restores Axed.Funds to Opinion's.Budget;
Rejects Motion to ReviewMatter One Week Later 
by Peter Scribner Opinion, along with all student It was agreed by everyone in- ganized until after the October news and events relevant to our 
In a dramatic reversal of one organizations, submitted its re- volved that the motion was 28th SBA meeting. Since the law school and one which pro• 
of its most controversial deci- quest forfunding for the follow· made to punish The Opinion for SBA had directly allocated vides a forum for a panorama 
sions of last year, the student ing year to the Finance Commit· its conduct last year, and not funding for three other entities of students viewpoints on vari -
Bar Association- voted on Oc• tee of SBA, requesting $6,700 due to any suggestion that the at its previous meeting, it ag- ous topical and legal issues." 
tober 28th to reinstate $1,000 of for printing costs. The·Finance recommended allocation was reed to consider The Opinion's • Stern indicated the wide 
funding to The Opinion. One Committee reduced this figure, excessive. The incoming request directly on Octooer range of articles which have ap· 
week later, on Novembe( 4th, it an~ recommended that The Editor-in-Chief, Victor R. Siclari, 28th. peared in the first two issues 
was asked to reconsider the Opinion be given $6,100 for contended that the new edito· Managing Editor Jeff Stern and said that the paper plans to 
matter, but declined to do so. printing. rial board should not be formally requested that the continue the diversity in up· 
Last Spring, in an extremely At the final SBA meeting of punished for the sins of the old funds be reinstated by reading coming editions. 
controversial and close vote, the year, all funding ' recom- staff. The motion was passed a five page statement outlining Stern stated, "The.new board 
the SBA reduced the level of mendations from the Finance 10 to 9. the newspaper's position. Ac- believes that SBA and The 
funding recommended by its Fi- Committee for the ·next year Shortly thereafterwards, five cording to Stern, . "ial new Opinion must cooperate with 
nance Committees for The were acted upon. Acc:ording to SBA directors resigned on the editorial board is being forced each other more than they have 
Opinion's 1985-86 budget by the minutes of this meeting spot in protest of "the censor- to pay for what the old SBA per- in the past.. The bitterness that 
$1,000 ' in order to punish the (called the "budget meeting"), ing of The Opinion." ceived as the shortcomings of existed between the two or-
newsp~per for its editorial per< two SBA members moved that This fall, the editors of The the old editorial board. Plainly ganizations last year was a fruit· 
formance. At the October 28th the ~pproved printing alloca• Opinion were determined to this does not make sense. Cur· less waste of time and clearly 
.meeting, the SBA reversed that tion for The Opinion be cut by seek reinstatement of the cut rently, only one of The Opinon's not in the best interests of the 
decision and reinstated the full $1,000 "because of their per- funds. At the first SBA meeting eight various editors remains law school. The SBA must 
$1,000. One week later, Presi- sonal attacks on individuals, in September, Siclari was told from the previous board . . . All realize, however, that it is a vital 
dent Lori Cohen asked the SBA lack of accountability, liable to take his request for reinstate• of !JS share a deep commitment principle of democracy that a 
to reconsider whether it was [sic], large budget, abuse of dis- ment ofthe funds to the Finance to putting out the best possible newspaper must be free to 
fiscally sound to reil'!s.tate the cretion and lack of representa· Committee. However, The Fi- student newspaper; one-which comment on and analyze im· 
entire $1,000. The SBA voted tion of the stuJ ent body. nance Committee was not or· covers the bro~dest range of portant issues which affect its 
readers.·
against reconsidering the rein• President Cohen read from 
statement. the minutes -of last year's
Th~ " igins of this compli­ ·search Committee Invites CG:ndidates budget meeting to fill in those 
cate and . sometimes emo­ who were not present as to howThe Law School Dean Search Committee haf 'invited three candidates totional,dispute.date back to last and why the funding cut came 
.interview here in the coming weeks. The names of the candidates, theiryear's editions of The Opinion. about. Siclari stated that TheSome· students believed that respective positions and the tentative dates of their interviews are as follows : . Opinion was on!y printing
the newspaper was .treating ., every three weeks now ratherNovember 25, 26 Louise Trubek Clinical Supervisor and Lecturer
certain issues and indivii:tuals than every two weeks, and wasin Law, University ofWisconsin
unfairly; that the editors the case traditionally, due to theLaw Schoolslanted the handling of political · funding cutback. He said thatDecember 3, 4 Lee Teitlebaui:_n Professo,r of Law, University ofand sociaJ issues to reflect a with the $1,000 reinstated, The 
conservative viewpoint not . New Mexico Opinion would produce two
shared by the majority of law December 1o, 11 Bill Simon Associate Professor of Law, more editions this year than 
school students; and that an or­ had been planned. •St~mford Universityganization funded heavily by Several persons presentStudents will have the opportunity to talk.to the candidates and are ~ncour­student activity fees should be pressed the editors to explain 
more· accountable to ·the stu- ·aged by the Seai;ch Committee,to do so. Watch for the e~act dates and time~ wh" the full $1,000 was stilldent body. .. of the inteNiews. · 
t'Oftti11wd "" puJtr 2In the Spring of ·1985, The 
.. 
Prof. Ewing Lectur~s on Dangerousness . • . 
contillWd from page 1 
Professor Ewing. Given that in­ "protected" by the law. pretrial detention law echo the trend, Ewing referr.ed to a U.S. tervention prefaced solely upon 
Senate Subcommittee hearing individual predictions offormation, dissenting judges Professor Ewing foresees backwards Queen in their 
on juvenile justice. The ques­ dangerousness.'" Essentiallyargued that the juvenile pretrial dangerous implications, beyond reasoning; they even suggest Martin has •o·pened .the door"detention law violated due pro­ the injustice of th.e erroneous that detention on the basis of tions addressed were not 
whether to intervene, but "at for all kinds 9f compulsory in­cess •because it is virtually im­ deprivation of liberty, in a· law what might happen is not P':'hi­
what point to intervene on terventiori, and preventive de­apossible to predict future crim­ that says juveniles may be de­ tive but "regulatory." But the tention will ex,rt "continuous . nonvoluntary basis" in order.to 
take predicted delinquents "out pressure to broader., the system 
inal conduct with any degree of tained "not for what they have deprivation ·of freedom based 
accuracy." At the Supreme done, but what they might do solely on a hunch is punishment. in order to reach evermore po­Court level, however, that argu­ in the future." - Professor Ewing reviewed of the crime cycle." Ewing 
points out that no legislature, tential detainees."ment was rejected because, He likes the scenario to some some rather disturbing theories 
Justice Rehnquist contended,, of the absurdities which are on reform for the juvenile jus­ state or federal, has yet chosen One of the primary aims of 
"From a legal point of view, presented to Alice in Lewis Car­ tice system. One story; which to take the .drastic step of com­ the Lecture Series is to attract 
the attention of the law stu­there is nothing inherently un- · roll's Through the Looking was proposed .to the Nixon ad­ pulsory intervention. But he 
dents to the important extracursattainable about a prediction of Glass. At one point Alice is met ministration, would require also reminds of the important 
ricularwork being done by theirfuture dangerousness." by the White Queen who ex­ "ma,ndatory l'na.ss screening of issues introduced . in Martin: 
Justice Rehnquisttried to jus­ pounds upon the j,oys of "living all children between 6 an.d 8 that it is possible, "from a legal professors. Hopefully, the suc­
tify the statute by suggesting backwards." The King's Mes­ years of age." those predicted point of view," to predict future cess of Professor ·Ewing's dis­
that "children are always in senger, for example, is "in to be dangefOU!J would be sent dangerousness; that detention cussion will en:courage more 
some form of custody any­ prison now, being punished; to camps whe~e they would be would be regulatory, not penal; students . to attend these 
way." The unfairness of the and the trial doesn't even begin recondi~ioned. "To date," Pro­ that society has a stake in this worthwhile lectures. Proposed 
juvenile pretrial detention law until next Wednesday; and of fessor EwiDg notes, "no sta­ kind of detention; and that soci­ lectures, to be scheduled either 
later this semester or early next can be rationalized, a~cording course the crime comes last of tutes of this so,:t have been ety's concerns far outweigh the 
"liberty interests" of the semester, include a talk by Prof.to the Supreme Court, because all." Alice questions the fair­ enacted, yet there are clear indi­
Binder on International Law,it "protects the community ness of punishing someone for cations that compulsory inter­ juveniles who are being "regu­
lated." Obscenity in the Workplace byfrom crime and the juvenile a crime he has not committed, vention in the lives of young­
from the consequences of her but the Queen reasons that if sters predicted to become de­ Professor Ewing expresses Prof. James Atleson, and Prof. 
act," and the benefits to society he never commits the crime, linquent is very much on the dismay that legislatures will Betty Mensch on the ~control 
exerted in N.Y.C. by Trinityfar outweigh the "liberty in­ '"that would be all the better." minds of the legislators. probably respond to Martin by 
terest" of juveniles who are Proponents of the juvenile As an illustration of this "authoriz[ing) coercive state in- Church. 
SBA Restores Opinion's Funds . . . ~ 
continued from page I 
$1100 in that account. body." She recommended that more, other student needs may much larger staff this year, The 
needed despite the fact that a the matter be reconsidered at requrie funding from the unal­ Opinion is hoping to printAs is usually the custom, 
couple of months of the school the next meeting on November located line, which was now re­ longer average issues this yearCohen, as the chair, did not 
year had already passed. They vote. But during the following 4th. duced to $1100. compared to last. 
wanted to know why • the week, she asserted that the SBA As a result, one week .after Jerry O'Connor, SBA Trea­ The formal motlon b~ore the 
reinst!lted funds shouldn't tie has acted too hastily in approv- reinstating The . Opinion's surer and head of the Finance . board was to open for reC(msid­
reduced pro-rata for the time ~ ing a full reinstatement of the funds, the SBA was asked to re­ Committee (and last year's bus­ eration the action of SBA taken 
that has already passed in consider the matter. Editors iness manager of The Opinion) the week before to reinstatecut funds without considering 
which The Opinion operated the act1,,1i'I needs of the news­ Siclari .and Stern were again agreed, and in a reversal of the $1,000 of funding to The Opin­
under a reduced budget. Siclari paper and other potential uses present. First , Year Director position he had taken the week ion. Had this motion passed, 
replied that ·expenses vary of unallocated SBA money this Susan Biniszkiewicz, the head before, recommended that .the the SBA would have then consi­
throughout the year due to dlf~ year. On November 1, she sent of the Rules Committee and matter '.be returned to the Fi­ dered whether to reaffirm the 
fering sizes of the newspaper, SBA parliamentarian, cited nance Committee to calculate a action, send the matter to thea memo to ail SBA members 
and that the best estimate of the stating that "... I wholeheart­ Robert's Rules of Order which proper increase of funding. Finance Committee, or take 
cost of adding two.more addi­ State that a Motion to Recon­ But others claimed that all some other action. Third yearedly agree with the vote con­
tions is $1,000. cerning The Opinion-I too sider is proper only on the same this had been discussed and de­ Director Sim Gildman sum­
The discussion at the meet­ think they should print every day that the original action was cided the week before. Siclari marized his objecti_on to even ; 
ing followed two slightly differ­ two weeks instead of every taken. Cohen said that past SBA complained that The Opinion reconsidering the previous ac~ , 
ent paths. Some members felt three weeks. Wh_ether it is the practice has included reconsid­ was being singled out for re­ tion as "outrageous" and a 
strongly that the decision last eration of actions taken at the consideration of its authorized threat to the "institutional in­place of this year's [SBA)~ard 
year to punish the newspaper to say what happened la t year previous meeting. budget since no other organiza­ tegrity" of SBA. The motion to 
by cutting its budget was sim­ was wrong is most def nitely Unlike the week before, the tion was being reviewed in reconsider failed by a vote of 
ply wrong, and should be re­ left . open to debate. Ho ever, issues before the SBA on order to · increase unallocated 11 .to 4 among those present. 
versed as a matter of principle. the vote gave an organi tion November 4th was not whether funds. He also noted that the As an interesting footnote, 
Others believed that the previ­ almost 50% of the unallocated to reinstate funding to The Finance Committee last spring there were also four "proxy 
ous decision may or may not line without a showing of need Opinion, but rather how much recommended a total of $900 votes" by absent members 
have been wrong, but it was a from the organization . ... I do funding should be reinstated. of unallocated funds for this which indicated a desire to re­
fait accompli, and that any new not want to take money away Cohen stated that since time year, and that even after consider the funding. Since the 
request to increase The Opin­ from the newspaper. I think we had passed since The Opinion reinstating · funding to The motion would have failed even 
ion's approved funding should should require the Finance start~d operating u_nder a re­ Opinion, the unallocated line 'if these "proxy votes" were in­
be examined de novo in an new Committee to conduct discov­ duced budget, some money still had $1100 left for the . re­ cluded, the question of their 
budgetary proceeding. ery as to how much the news­ must have already been saved. maind·er of the year. status was considered moot: 
Finally, a motion to reinstate 
. .. The Besides, she argued, according Stern thatpaper actually needs. explained in­ Cohen admitted that SBA has 
the $1,000 in full was approved sum left in the un·allocated fund to The Opinion's own financial creases in advertising revenue no formal policy ori, the status 
16 to 0, with two abstentions. leaves little flexibility for this figures, costs had been reduced were just projections, which of "proxy votes," and asked the 
The money came from unallo­ board to offer new and innova­ and advertising revenues were may or may not be met this rules Committee to formulate 
cated funds. leaving about tive services to the student expected to go up. Further- year. He also stated that with a one. 
Sub Board I, SBA May Face Divestment Issue 
by Peter Scribner $3.5 million in funds from the and Leslie Stroth. All are SBA ment) and Bruce McWright, a A proposal to authorize $100 The Student Bar Association Marine. All representative stu­ members, and additional mem­ Supreme Court Judge from for T-shirts for the winning
may be faced directly with the dent gc;,vernments would then bers are welcomed. This com­ New York City. team in the fafl intra-muralcontroversial issue of South Af­ have to approve the action. The mittee works directly with the At the November 4th meet­ softball league was tabled.rican divestment before the end issue m_ay be resolved as early Placement Department. Addi­
ing, the Buffalo Public Interest More infprmation wa·s re­of the year. Belina Anderson, as the next SBI meeting on tional members are also quested. The proposal will thenlaw school r_epresentative to Novembe 20tll. needed for the Social Commit­ Law Group (BPILP) presented 
their By-law #13 update. go before the Finance Commit­Sub Board I reported at the SBA In other action at the October tee and the Rules Committee. 
meeting on October 28th that 28th SBA meeting, the Finance Michael Kulla reported that tee. 
SBI is considering divesting its Committee -was formally or­ Ror, Brown and Allison Tuitt they have 36 member-s and . SBA is planning·to sponsor a 
have earned $300 in a recentbanking funds currently depo­ ganized under Treasurer Jerry of the Black Law Student As­ Wine and Beer party on Thurs­
raffle. They plan future fund­sited with Marine Midland. O'Connor. He reported at the sociation came to the October day afternoon, November 14th. 
Such an action would require following meeting that his com­ 28th meeting to give the board raisers, as well as guest speak­ This will be an opportunity for 
approval from .all six student mittee will .meet weekly on the semi-annual update re­ ers and movies on public in­ students and faculty members 
terest subjects.governments represented on Tuesday afternoons at 5:30 quired of all student organiza­ to get together socially. 
the board, including the SBA. p,.m. in the SBA office. tions by SBA By-law #13. Also at this meeting, the sub­ Lori Cohen has pointed outAccording to Anderson, Susan Biniszkiewicz has agreed Brown reported that several ject of student-faculty forums that anyone who wants toMarine Midland in the past has to chair the Rules Committee. members attended a confer­ brought up. Cohenwas Lori speak at an SBA meeting or put
· loaned money directly to the Thi• group is re,ponsible for ence of black lawyers In To­ suggested two forums: one a matter on the agenda can sim­South African government. SBI proposing and reviewing SBA ronto a few weeks ago, and that with law school administrators, ply sign up on an agenda paperis now trying to determine if Consituticinal and By-law mod­ Novembar 16th will be Minority and one with the University ad­ which will be posted aact) weekthis practice is still going on. If ifications. Law Day. BLSA is planning a ministration. There is, however, 
·on the SBA bulletin b(,ird In the it is, and if there is another local Also, the Placement Commit­ special presentation of - that a shortage of volunteers to mail room. There Is no need tobank that does not do so, SBI ·tee hf• been organized. The"' date in Room 106, featuring work on this project. If anyone have to find and talk to an SBA
will probably recommend with­ members include Dave Petrich, John Carrol, member of the Ap­ is leaveinterested, please a officer In order to add some­drawal of its approximately Na,:,cv Holtby, P111m Nuebeck pellate Divisi?n (First Depart- note in mailbox #597. thing to t~e agenda. 
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Professor Ewing DiScusses D3te Rape Case 
by Melinda K. Schneider 
For the third year in a row, 
Criminal Law Professor C. 
Ewing, along with participants 
from his Section I first year 
class, ha~ conducted a mock 
trial in the Moot Court Room. 
This ye_ar, as , i.n other years, 
there were enough volunteers 
to necessitate ~,wing two 'trials 
on consecutive nights, October 
23 & 24. The case being tried 
was St<!te, v. Rusk, a . "date­
rape"_. c1,1se, s1n9 has been used 
by F'rof. Ey:.,ing ,each year. ' 
The.re was 'a good audience 
turn_o1,1t .both _nights _and follow­
ing· . th_e trial : e11ct, night there 
was ~ p,arty ,tor <111 the partici­
pants .in ,th.f;l lal(II sctiool lounge 
host~d .by .~r,of. 'Ewing . .We in­
terrupted Prof. Ewing's busy 
schedule to ask him a few ques­
tion.s about the trial.,. 
Why do ydu do' it? 
Ewing! •"Mainly, it gives 'stu­
dentil a°l:hance to interact with 
each other. It brings the Section 
together. People who aren't 
otherwise involved make 
friendships, have a chance to 
interact with each other. A sec­
ondary reason is that they may 
learn something. Also, students 
realize that t'he professor is not 
so terrible; I seem to intimidate 
them, even though it's not my 
intention." 
Why this particufar case? 
Ewing: "Ifs a case the stµdents 
are all familiar •with. What I've 
found is, students really think 
he's (Rusk) guilty. By actually 
reenacting the trial, you see the 
issues come to life and see-how 
difficult it is to convict. It has a 
lot of emotional appeal for the 
students. It's a case .that's not 
so one-sided; everyone · can 
participate. I advise students to 
pick the opposite side to what 
they believe in." 
Are you ever surprised 
by the outcome? 
Ewing: "There have been five 
trials in three ye<!rs. Only once 
was there a conviction, and that 
was 7-5; and that only reached 
after I pressured the jury to 
break it's deadlock. It's a very 
tough. case for the prosecution 
to win," · 
Where do juries come from? 
Ewing: "Jurors are under­
graduates; they're asked to par­
ticipate. They take it really seri­
ously . once they're involved. 
They're very serious ', in their de­
liberations and ask excellent 
questions. This year, for exam-
. pie, they asked for the defil)ition 
of reasonable doubt. The case 
seems to turn on the credibility ' 
of the complainant and the de­
fendant. !Vlost express feeling 
~hat there was reasonable 
doubt. They believe some ·of 
what the complainant says and 
some of what · the defendant 
says." 
Professor Ewing also said 
that for purposes of the trial he 
suspends the rules of evidence; 
he doesri't expect students to 
handle objections well. He is 
consistently impressed with the · -
job students do, ahd hOIII! en-
thusiast ic they are aboµt it. He 
noted that first year students 
are helped by second and third 
year students who volunter 
their time to act as coaches, and 
Liih.ts ·co .Out·During 
Moot Court Contest 
by Paul ,W. Kullman 
A transformer failure at ap­
•proximately 8:40 p.m. on Mon­
day, November 4th, left at least 
one Moot C6urt partici_pa,nt ar­
guing in th'e , dark; and 1 
threatenei:l the postponement 
of arguments for as niany as 60 
others. 
The fai lei:! transformer'left the 
Academic Spine in near total 
darkness for approximately two 
hours and 15 minutes. As the 
majority of Moot Court partici­
pants were scheduled to argue in 
buildings which comprise the 
Spine, the power failure c;:aused 
many an, \f!Xious moment on 
this first e~eoing of the week­
long competition. 
Nevertheless, Moot Court 
Board Director Bill Daly said the 
power failure di~ not ~reate the 
havoc;:' h could have because i' 
ocurred'between the 7 p.m. and 
9 p.m . r.ounds scheduled for 
that· night. ' 
"Ii was a really difficult situa­
tion last night," Daly said. in a 
. Tuesday•''interview. : '1But we 
were ·re~lly':fortunate ft •came 
when it did. We didn't have to 
ditch 'the scoring of any of the 
rounds and everything was 
completed • ' -according · to 
schf;ldule .. " . 
Daly s.aid the only person to 
his knowledge who had an ar­
gun;ient . interrupted was sec­
ond 'year ,stuilimt Garry ':(ing. 
King was forced to finish his ar­
gun;ier,t , in the d'Bria.n . Hall 
basel"(lent , ·afte,r beg\nning in 
one of the classrooms. 
. Day)d R. ~h~ads, dirEtctor, of 
the Amherst Campus F'hysical 
Plant, said the failed trans-
former was located in the 
switch gear yard near the Bean 
building, He said plant officials 
did not know the cause of the 
failure. 
l>aly, who credited fellow 
members of the Moot Court 
Board for their ability to adapt 
to .the adverse turn of events, 
said all the 9 p.m. rounds were 
rescheduled in a "matter of 
about 20 minutes." Participants 
were then directed to Bl:lll and 
Clemens Halls, the only two 
buildings apparently not ef­
fected by the blackout. 
Daly sa'id he and the Moot 
Cou_rt Board were also lucky in 
th-at there was an abundance of 
judges this year as opposed to 
previous years. 
"We had way more judges 
around this -year, and originally 
we thought that might be a 
problem," he said. "But, it 
turned out to ·be our saving 
grace because some judges de­
cided to go home ·when the 
lights went out. They didn't 
know how long the lights would 
be out and they figured there 
would be no way to reschedule 
the rounds last night. Luckily, 
we were able to get the majority 
of the judges to stay, and we 
had enough of them so that we 
were able to move them 
around." 
Power failure aside, Daly said 
there were "no other problems 
you wouldn't expect to hav~," 
and that the rest of the com pet-. 
ition will proceed as scheduled. 
It's funny, he said. · "We co-· 
vered essentially all ,he aspects 
we could 'think of except what 
happened, and we still pulled it 
0 off.• 
was impressed. by the number 
of people who showed up each 
night as spectators. 
Several student participants 
were askeq their reasons -for 
participating, as involvement in 
the mock trial is volunt'ary, is 
not for credit, and takes up 
some of the precious. time 
which first year law students al-
ways complain they are so lack­
fng. In general, everyone agreed 
that the trial was a good oppor­
tunity to meet and get to know 
other people in their Section. It 
also gives students a different 
perspective on the dynamics of 
the system that they don't get 
in just reading about how cases 
are decided. 
For' some, it was an opportu­
nity to test themselves in front 
of a large group in an effort to . 
overcome their fear or timidity. 
It wa a unanimous opinion that 
the trial was well worth the ef­
fort, and most participants said 
they would do it again. 
New RoofLeaks Threaten Law 
Books; Dean Gibs.on Worried 
by Timothy J, e;rvid and ' 
Jeff H. Stern 
Recent repairs on the roof of 
O'Brian Hall have proved un­
successful in remedying the 
law building's extensive leak­
age problems. With last week's 
heavy rainfall, leaks which had 
been sealed with polyurethane 
foam have apparently opened 
up again, and new leaks have 
alsd been discovered. 
Of particular concern is the 
fact that the roof i.s now leaking 
directly over stacks of law 
books on the seventh floor of 
the library. Director of the Law 
School Library Ellen Gibson 
said that she is concerned be­
cause "the roof leaks in places 
on the seventh floor where it 
never leaked before . ., Gibson 
noteci'that ,, previously the roof 
did not leak anywhere that 
books were actually stored." 
Stephen Englert, Director of 
UB · Construction and Design, 
explained tha·t the contractor 
who installed tt,e polyurethane
foam, A to Z Coatings, has been 
recal.led from New York to un­
dertake a detailed inve~tiga-
tion: The new leaks may or may 
not be a result of their work, 
which cost $74,000. Th~ Univer-
Workm, ,,, n •pairi11K o ·Brian roof. 
sity has allocated a total of 
$120,000 for repairs to the roof 
of O'Brian and also for damage ~ 
to the interior caused by the 
leaking water. 
The firm installed the much 
needed polyuretha(le roofing 
system, a strategy which was 
far short of tearing the roof 
apart and starting from scratch, 
which would have involved 
major structual changes in the 
building. 
Englert said that the roof is 
also covered with copper plat­
ing; which contains seams. The 
new leaks may have resulted 
Pholo Crtdil: l'llul F. Hammond 
from cracks in these seams, 
which is an entirely different 
problem that the contractors 
did not address. They· will be 
retained for the additional 
work, if\he new leaks are disco­
vered to have been caused by 
the faulty seams. If, however, 
the leaks were caused by their 
recent work, A to ·Z will be re­
quired to make good on the re­
pairs at no additional cost. 
In any event, .the University 
has retained 25% of the contrac-
tor's fee, and is ·working to re­
solve the problem as quickly as 
possible, Englert said . 
By Writ of Mandamus 
you are summoned to 
CASEY'S NITE CLUB (421 Kenmore Ave_.) 
to Party on November 1_4 at 10:00 _p.m. 
During the ·proceedings, there will be drink 
-sp·ecials for all Students of Jurisprudence. Hors 
d'oeuvres will be served at 12:00. This proceeding 
will be followed by similar proceedings each and 
every Thursday. Your time to ans.wer expires on 
November 14,· 1985 at 10:00 p·.m. to closing. 
BE THERE! 
.Coupon Good For 
One FREE Drmk 
• . -
MONDAY 
BIG CHILL NIGHT 
(Music from the S0's, 60's & 70 's) 
$1.00 Bar Drinks, 2 Labatts for $1 .50 
WEDNESDAY 
LADIES' NIGHf 
Ladies - $3.95 
Drink all night and keep the glass 
Gentlemen - $1 .00 Bar Drinks 
421 Kenmore Avenue 
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---Student Defender Program Seeks Law Students 
1 
OffCatnpus IntervieWs irt N.Y. andD.C. Successful 
by Cathy Papas 
Now that the Moot Court part 
of the year has come to an end, 
I'd like to take this opportunity 
to invite all law students, par-
ticularly second and first years 
to participate in Group Legal 
Services' Student Defender Pro-
gram. Victor Siclari is the assist-
ant coordinator and Gary Farrell 
is the Residence, Hall Program 
coordinator. 
Law Students participating in 
the Defender Program · repre- . 
sent undergraduate and 
graduate students appearing 
before the Student-Wide 
Judiciary (SWJ). The SUNY 
Buffalo SWJ is a student tri-
bunal whose purpose it is to ad-
judicate violations of any non-
academic student rul~_or regu-
lation, disputes arising from 
campus elections and actions 
which violate constitutions for 
student organizations or as-
sociations. 
The Court is most involved 
with violations of student rules 
and regualtions, which are re-
vised annually and api,ear in 
the Student Handbook. The 
jurisdiction ' of the Student-
Wide Judiciary extends to. , any 
violations which occur on cam-
pus, including the residence 
halls. The Student-Wide 
Judiciary is comprised of jus-
tices ~ppointed by the three 
major student associations: the 
by Amy Sullivan 
Last month's New York­
Washington D.C. interview 
program held the highest 
amount of interview se'ssions 
ever. The New York program 
consisted of 35 employers, 
while the Washington D.C. 
-~,~ 
COO Director Audrey Ko.vcie/11iak 
program had 8 employers pre­
sent. 
The program in New York 
originated in 1979. Th is year it 
was held on October 4th at the 
New York Penta Hotel. There 
were 21 law firms from the pri­
vate sector, 4 Legal Aid offices, 
2 District Attorney's offices, 1 
U.S. Attorney G8Ileral's office, 
6 Public Accounting Firms, and 
a reprei.entative from the in-
.-----------------
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~ The staff ·of The Opi~ion 
wishes everyone a 
Happy Thanksgiving 
Our next issue will be 
published on 
Monday, December 2. 
Deadline is Monday, November 18. 
,... four Opinion November 13, 1~ 
house counsel of Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Co. 
The first effort in the 
Wasl;)ington D.C. area was held 
on October 18th. Audrey Kos­
cielniak, coordinat~r of the 
Career Development Office 
said, "We were pleased, al­
though it was small, that we got 
this much response in our initial 
effort in a very competitive job 
market. " 
For the first time there were 
also firms represented from 
other areas this year. Among 
them were firms from Miami, 
Fla ., Stanford, Ct., and 
Rosalind , N.J. 
The law school picks up the 
tab for the hotel rooms and re-
freshments. This is funded 
through the soft money from 
the alumni . Students pay for 
their own air fare and any lodg-
ing they might need. / 
When choosing a hotel site, 
a, very professional setting is 
the most important quality. The 
N.Y. Penta has beds that fold 
into the wall and couches and 
tables are available for the in-
terview. The One Washington 
Circle Hotel was chosen for the 
Washington program . The 
rooms had a living roorn area 
w·hich eliminated the bedroom 
atmosphere . 
"Any student who gets 
Undergraduate StudentAssoci-
ation, the Graduate Student As-
sociation and the Millard 
Fillmore College Student As-
sociation. . 
In situations where a student 
rule or regulation has been vio-
lated, any individual may bring 
a charge before the court. How-
·ever, the court only has jurisdic-
tion over defendants who are 
students of the university. All 
charges relating to viqlations of 
rules and regulations are prose-
cuted by student prosecutor-s, 
who are SUNY at Buffalo law 
students working with the Of-
fice of the Dean/Division of Stu-
dent Affairs. The defendant 
may be represented by any per-
son of his/her choice at any of 
the court's proceedings. This is 
almost always a defender from 
Group Legal Services. 
· Charges may be initiated be-
fore the student court by filing 
a complaint with the Student 
Prosecutors' Office. After the 
Student Prosecutors' Office in-
vestigates the incident, a com-
plaint may be, filled with the 
court and an arraignment 
scheduled. Students witl be ad-
vised by the served complaint 
that they have the right to con-
suit with Group Legal Services 
about the charges alleged 
against them. 
A student defender advises a 
defendant what plea should be 
entered at the arraignment. At 
the arraignment the court rules 
on the sufficiency of the com-
plaint and then accepts a plea 
of guilty or not guilty from the 
defendant. If the defendant 
pleads guilty, the court pro-
ceeds to impose a sanction. If 
the defendant pleads not guilty, 
a hearing date is set. 
Hearings involve represent-
ing the defendant in front of a 
SWJ panel of judges. The pros-
ecution and defense may make 
opening and closing state-
ments, as well as motions. Wit-
nesses_ can be presented by 
both sides and examination in-
volves both direct and cross. 
The court has the power to sub-
poena witnesses from the stu-
dent bqdy. 
One distinction of this court, 
however, ~s that the rules of evi-
dance are generally much more 
relaxed than those in civil or 
criminal trial. The SWJ panel of 
judges is composed of non-law 
students who are essentially 
selected to ensure that students 
brought up on charges are 
judged by their peers. Because 
of this, "common sense" r!Jles 
are the ones that apply during 
arraignments and hearings. 
If the defendant is found 
guilty, both the prosec~tion and 
the defense may offer sugges-
_"OPPORTUNITIES IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW" 
Wednesday, November 20, 4:00 p.m. 
. Faculty Lounge 
Representative from 
Jaeckle, Fleischmann & Mogel 
DAVID ROACH, Esq. 
ALSO, 
Law Professor Jeffrey Blum 
Refreshments following 
discussions and <l!:!estions . 
SPONSORED BYTHE ENVIRONMENTALU.WSOCIETY 
s.elected by an employer is as-. 
sumed to go and is sche'duled 
automatically, " Koscielniak 
said . Some "no-shows" were 
not aware that they had been 
selected. There were 68 3rd­
year and 45 2nd-year present at 
the N.Y.C. program, while at the 
D.C. program there were 23 3rd­
year and 9 2nd-year students. 
The second interviews that are 
granted are done by direct con­
tact with the student. Follow­
ups are done to let the ·c .D.O. 
Commencement '86 Announcement 
by Gina Peca 
Commencement Chairperson 
Plans for Commencement 
1986 are underway! The date is 
Sunday, May 18th and the place 
is Baird Point- weather permit-
ting . 
All graduating. seniors will be_ 
receiving a questionnaire re-
garding such items as com-
mencement speaker, faculty 
speaker, events at the cere-
many-awards, honors, hood-
ing, and -Commencement ac-
tivities-parties, fund-raising 
events, etc. 
Reminders _ Degree cards 
must be filled out by January 
17th. You can fill them out at 
any time-just stop by A&R. 
know who were called back, 
who declined, and who ac­
cepted. 
Koscielniak believes that 
most students don't prepare 
well enough for these inter­
views. "The students should 
read literature on the firm, take 
practice interviews; as well as 
watch the interview tapes that 
are available." She added that, 
, "At this point, we anticipate 
running both programs again, 
but specific dates depe_nd on 
February grads must fill them 
out by November 15th at. the 
latest! 
During the last week of Feb­
ruary, a photographer will be at 
the law school to take portraits 
ofthe grads. There will be a sign 
up sheef in the mailroom prior 
to the date. The $8-1 Ositting fee 
entitles you to a composite pic­
ture (small version of what 
hangs in the third floor hall- . 
way) . Package deals may be 
purchased. 
Each graduate will be given 
ten invitations to the Com­
mencement. They are not tick­
ets- you may bring as many 
people as you like to the cer­
mony. (However, the t ickets are 
good to send to distant rela­
tions for sanctions ranging 
from oral warnings all the way 
to recommendation to the Pres-
ident of the University that the 
defendant be suspended, ex-
pelled or dismissed from the 
University. The SWJ panel is 
not compelled to take into ac-
count either sides' recommen-
datio'ns but of course, may use 
them as guidelines if they wish 
to. 
The defendant may appeal the 
court's decision and/or the 
sanction imposed. SWJ trial de: · 
cisiohs are appeal able to an ap-
pellate panel of the SWJ. Any 
court decision is ultimately ap-
pealable to the President of the 
University. 
The SWJ has also established 
a Residence Hall Trial Panel to 
specifically hear all violations of 
Housing_rules and regulations 
or violations of Student Rules 
and Regulations which occur 
within the residence halls and 
have been channelled through 
the Residence Hall Disciplinary 
Procedure for Minor Violations. 
The process which follows is 
similar to the one followed by 
the SWJ. 
Many of the cases heard by 
the court could be heard by the 
University. The intrelated 
components of the SWJ, The 
Student Prosecutors' Office and 
the Student Defender Program 
► a ► ■1 
TEST ANXIETY AND 
STRESS MANAGEMENT 
a a 




Division Student Affairs 
.Wednesday, November 13, 1985 
4:00 - 5:30 p.m. 
Room 112 O'Brien 
II II N 
hotel availability." 
There may be earlier dead­
lines for resume dates. This 
may present a problem for stu-
, dents who are waiting td find 
out it, they made law rdview 
since it is such an importarlt cre­
dential for resumes. But I Kos­
cielniak noted, "This puts us in 
a more competitive position 
against other schools who have 
-earlier deadlines." ·' 
provide a means .of safeguard-
th8 ndIng defe ant's right to due 
process in a disciplinary pro-
ceeding. The procedures fol-
lowed try to assure as best as
th thpossible at e accused re-
ceives adequate notice of the 
charges, r_eceives 8 fair he~ring v 
with •an opportunity to present 
his or her position, evidence, or 
explanation, and receives a fair 
decision based on the evidence 
presented. , 
If any law student is in-
tereSted in ·participating in the 
Student Defender Program, 
please l'!lave a n<?te with your 
name and box number in Box 
717: I woulq like to add that I 
was a volunteer while I was a 
first and second year student 
and found that it-affords a rare 
opportunity to- actually repre-
sent a defendarJt through the 
trial procedure. I ;feel it has 
helped me in cou~ses such as 
Trial Technique and certainly is 
valuable for studer;its who will 
be participating ,in the Moot 
Court Competition next year. 
Also, prospective employers 
appreciate a first or second year 
student who has had some sort , 
of practical experience in. any 
kind of trial preparation. The re-
wards far outweigh the very 
few hours per week required, 
it's a learning experience, and 
besides - it's fun! 
tives- you might evoo get a gift 
out of th!!' deal!) 
There will be a professional 
photographer at• the ceremony 
taking pictures of each gradu­
ate. These can .-be purchased 
later. 
First and second · year stu ­
dents are needed to usher 
guests at Commencement. We 
will need approximately 15-20 
ushers. Start thinking about it 
now-there will be a sign up 
sheet in the mailroom in the 
early spring. 
·Any seniors ,who would like 
to work on Commencement ac­
tivities, please contact Gina 
Peca. There's a lot to do and 
any kind of help would be ap· 
preciatedl 
. ' 
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Editorial 
SBA Should Approve 
Sub Board· Divestment 
" You can blow out a candle/but you can't blow out a fire/once the 
flame begins to catch/the wind will blow it higher . .. and the eyes 
of the world are watching now/watching now . .. " 
Peter Gabriel-from his song entitled Biko. 
In ·south Africa, the flames of rebellion have not simply begun 
to catch, but have kindled a widespread conflagration which 
threatens to consume the entire nation. 
Subdued under the heavy yoke of institutionalized apartheid, and 
denied the most fundamental civil and political rights, black South 
Africans have resorted to violent resistance on an unprecedented 
scale in that country. Our owri n·ation ultimately achieved its inde­
pendence and established a democratic government in similar fash­
ion. 
President Reagan's "policy" of "quiet diplomacy" or "construc­
tive engagement" with regard to the South African regime has 
been a dismal failure. Prime Minister PieterW. Botha remains adam­
antly opposed to any meaningful political and social reform, be­
cause he fears it would sound the death knell for the white minority 
ruling class. Not only has Botha's administration failed to improve 
conditions for blacks, but it ruthlessly oppresses them as well . Over 
the past fourteen months the social unrest has resulted in the gov­
ernment's imposition of martial law, the killing of nearly ,800 blacks 
by the police and the beating, tear-gassing and incarceration of 
countless others. 
In the latest twist of irony, Botha has accused foreign reporters 
of unfair reporting tactics, and has blamed them for the increased 
rioting in South Africa-as if the rioting would cease if only jour­
nalists wouid stop reporting about it. Botha has even gone as far 
as alleging that foreign journalists have been paying blacks to riot 
for the purpose of filming the action. He has indicated that in the 
future the media will be strictly monitored and controlled by the 
government. 
Despite the condemnation and diplomatic pressure from the in­
ternational community, the South African ruling minority resists 
true reform and perpetuates the forced segregation and degrada­
tion of the majority black population. As a result, the United States 
Congress is now considering imposing various economic sanctions 
on the South African government. In additon, many groups are 
calling for divestiture of foreign assets and corporate investments 
from the South African economy. 
Here at UB, Sub Board One, the University's student services 
corporation , has undertaken an investigation of the banks and in­
vestment firms with which it has invested nearly $600,000 of its 
assets, assets which are primarily comprised of contributions from 
the six student governments, including the Student Bar Administra­
tion. Should Sub Board determine that these corporations, which 
include Marine Midland Bank and Merrill Lynch, Inc., are doing 
business in South Africa, it may withdraw its assets from these 
firms upon the unanimous agreement of the six student govern- , 
ments. Before doing so, however, Sub Board must first find alter­
native "clean" banks and firms in which it would deposit and invest 
student funds. 
The Opinion urges the SBA to approve divestiture of Sub Board's 
assets from any corporations which are found to have financial ties 
to South Africa. 
.Some would argue against divestment on ,the grounds that it 
would alienate a geopolitically important ally, that it would actually 
cause many black workers to lose their jobs, and that it would 11ot, 
in any event, hasten positive social change. We reject those argu­
ments. The evidence strongly suggests that if enough American 
corporations disinvested from South Africa, that nation's economy 
would be crippled to the point where the government would be 
forced to institute wholesale socio-political reform. Such reform 
would reduce the chance of internecine warfare and the destabili­
zation of the region which would follow, and would be in everyone's 
best interest. 
By voting to divest funds from bahks and investment firms which 
have dealings with South Africa, SBA would make a strong state- _. 
ment on behalf of its entire constituency-namely that we refuse 
to tolerate a blatantly racist government which is cont~olled by a 
small minority of the country's population. More so than perhaps 
any other government in the world, South Africa deviates from our 
country's system of representative democracy, which we as law 
students are bound to uphold and promote. 
hale lb( Opinion NoNmbar 11, ,.. 
Concurrences and D~nts 
Law Class Participation Urged · 
To the editor: 
This letter is in response to 
Ms. Ramsay's letter, entitled 
#Please Don't Call on Me, I'll 
Pass. H printed in the Oct. 30th 
edition of The Opinion. 
Ms. Ramsay, although I do 
not understand your paralyzing 
fear of spe,aking in class, I re, 
spect the fact that it exists:How­
ever, that is no reason' not to 
carry the burden that you, as a ' 
colleague and future attorney, 
have to bear during the course 
of your education,and career. 
Law school .is exactly the 
place where your fear, your un­
certainty, and your legal 
reasoning abilities are to be ex­
posed and explored. Mistakes 
here, and hopefully the correc­
tions that accompany them, will 
help you to serve your client's 
interests, and will also protect 
your license! Opposing counsel 
will most certainly point out 
your mistakes, and the only per­
son who will benefit will be his 
or her client. Your client will 
suffer the conseque"!ces of your 
own ineptness. 
Also, as one student among 
840, you have no right or pri\li­
lege to go through this Law 
school without contributing to 
the shared knowledge we all try 
' to obtain. Why do you believe 
that you' re entitled to a "free 
ride?" In order for our educa­
tion to be the best that it can 
be, each and every student 
owes every other sludent 100%. 
That . includes class participa­
tion, club participation, and stu­
dent government participation, 
or whatever you personally 
have the time for. 
If you are truly "here to 
learn", then debate and per­
sonal sharing of experiences 
are part of that process. Over­
coming a paralyzing fear is a 
tremendous learning e:>eperi­
ence, one that should be 
realized in an academic. setting, 
where no one else's interests 





To the editor: 
Thank you for your recent 
humor.ous additions . to The 
Opinion. Ms. Ramsay's "Open 
Letter to the Faculty" provided 
a wonderfully lighthearted mo­
ment in this law student's dull, 
•wor~-filled life. I l;lughed for the 
first time since August 26th. 
We're often accused of being 
serious. humorless law stu­
dents. I, for one. was a fun-lov­
ing undergraduate who has 
been transformed into a dour 
workaholic by the focus of Ms. 
Ramsay's letter-Fear. I now 
plan to laugh at least once a 
week, while cringing under my 
desk, hoping not to get called 
on. Sincerely, 
A Ramsay Fan 
Todd Bullard Still Convalescing 
by Peter Scribner 
I am happy to report that my 
friend , Todd Bullard, is recover­
ing very nicely from the heart 
attack he suffered tw6 weeks 
ago. As of November 5th, Todd 
was still in Buffalo General Hos­
pital, b_ut was hoping to be re­
leased soon. He plans to spend 
some time at home in Roches­
ter, but is still planning to return 
and complete the semester. 
Todd suffered a mild heart 
attack shortly after return­
ing from a conference of black 
lawyers in Toronto. He never 
suspected what the problem 
was until he was in the hospital. 
Amazingly, Todd was in excel­
lent health : he doesn't smoke, 
hardly ever drinks, and was ac­
tive in in-door soccer this fall. 
Although there are one or two 
cases of heart problems in his 
family, the last thing he ex­
pected at age 24 was a heart 
attack. 
He told me that he just let law 
school get to him. He was ac­
tiVely interviewing for a sum­
mer job and participated in the 
Washington off campus prog­
ram. He worked on Moot Court 
and was of course active as 
SBA Vice President. Apparently 
all these things combined 
caused the attack. He definitely 
plans to take things more eas-
SBA V.P. H . Todd 8111/ard 
Photo Crrdll: \ll<lor R. Siclari 
ily, and advises other students 
to do _!he same. 
Todd is especially grawful for 
the support he has received 
from the school and his friends. 
His room was papered with get­
well cards. The law school is tap­
ing all his classes and has said 
that he can take his final exams 
at his convenience. Luckily, he 
was only taking four classes 
this semester. and was not tak­
ing Tax or Corporations. 
Todd and his Moot Court 
partner Jay Lippman had com­
pleted their brief for the Des­
mond Competition. Jay en­
tered the oral arguments with 
a substitute partner Randy 
Fahs. The Moot Court Board 
will let Todd do his oral argu ­
ments next semester so that he 
will still be eligible for member-
ship on the Board. 
Friends may call Buffalo Gen­
eral at 842-1900 to find out if 
Todd is still a patient there. 
General is located at 100 High 
Street, which is right next to the 
Allen-Hospital station on the 
Metrorail line. 
Moot Court 
To the editor: 
The officers and members of 
the SUNY at Buffalo Moot Court 
Board would like to thank all 
those whose assistance made 
the Desmond Moot Court Com-
petition a success. 1 
Specifically wi: ~puld li~e to 
thank the staff on the law li­
brary, and all the secretarj~s 
and staff" who assisted in the 
preparation of Desmond mate­
rial. Without your e~tra effort, 
the Desmond Comi:,.etition and 
the existence of the Moot Court 
Board ll'{quld not be possible. In 
addition, your contributions en­
rich the intellectual atmosphere 
of the Law School. 
We would also like to thank 
this year's Desmond partici ­
pants. You were an exceptional 
group of advocates whose skill 
and enthusiasm made this 
competition a pleasure to con­
duct. 
Sincerely, 
William P. Daly 
SBA Proxy Voting Questioned 
by Peter Scribner 
The war between The Opin­
ion and SBA appears to be 
pretty much over, thank good­
ness. Both organizations have 
matured enormously since last 
year and are determined to 
work together. 
But a minor aside in the final 
"SBA vote to affirm the reinstate- ' 
ment of funds to The Opinion 
on November 4th suggested a 
potential SBA problem in the 
future. Lori Cohen, President of 
SBA, · brought four "proxy 
votes" with her to the meeting. 
All consisted : of written state­
ments of various lengths.by ab­
sent SBA members. According 
to Cohen, all wanted to vote in 
favor of. reconsidering the 
reinstatement of funds to The 
Opinion. Three proxies favored 
sending the fTlatter to the Fi­
nance Committee and the other 
proxy abstained on this motion. 
The mattQr became moot 
since 11 members present' 
voted to affirm the reinstate­
ment and only four opposed. 
But there is no formal SBA pol- of proxy voting. And ttie ques-
icy as to the status or legitimacy nl!llinued on page / I 
RTL Sign Po.sting Disputed 
To the editor: 
I am disturbed by the evident 
immaturity and disregard for 
other students manifested by 
some individual(s) posting pro­
vocative anti-abortion posters 
around the law school. The 
right to self-expression does 
not encompass a right to hold 
a captive audience. Even if the 
mail room were to be considered 
a place in which nobody need 
linger, a classroom certainly 
creates a captive audience. No 
one should have to face the 
poster throughout their day. 
The poster should be torn 
down. Moreover, the person(s) 
posting them should consider 
his/her/their willingness to im­
pose a view. I question whether 
their willingness to do so does 
not reflect a general flaw in their 
political position. They impose 
their view that abortion is 
wrong on others, thus trans­
forming people into captives of 
another sort. Elan Geratmann 
Corrections From Last Issue ___, 
Due to a printer's error, the 
photos of Schlegel an"d "the 
clone" were in reverse order 
on our front page pas­
quinade. We :iuess the Joke 
was on us . .. 
John Mylod'aquotation in 
the last paragraph of Lisa St~ 
rain's ·article on the New 
York State Environmental 
Planning Lobby (page 7) 
should have read•• follows: 
"We are •• ·responsible as 
active environmentalists •• 
DEC to set the policies of the 
state.• 
The Boy Mechani~ Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
Life, Death, Law School and the Future 
·Todd Bullard had a heart at­ the monument to the future: be justified. By jumping these examples ofwasting time. Pleas­ fades, so do their well-planned
tack last week. The news went The Career Development Of. academic hurdles, students be­ ure is immature, anti-intellec­ lives. 
through the law school quickly fice) at Orientation. She spent lieve that they can achieve a re­ tual and childish· ·because it's Todd's condition emphasizes
and quietly. Underneath all the fifteen minutes on employment ward: A promising future. With­ based in the present. Adults live the importance of the present. 
concern; sympathy, and discus­ after graduation. Classes. had out an undying belief in the fu­ for the future; lawyers thrive on Pleasure is an essential element 
sion aboutTodd'scor;-idition lies 'not begun yet, but this woman ture, few would bother with the future. pf life. More importantly, the 
a basic human emotion: Fear. was talking three years ·down LawRevjew. The anxil!ty students heap on · p.resent perspective prompts
Death ·sclires people, and con­ the road. I thought she was Subsequently, students feel themselves especially ii') law examination, of emotions. The 
se'quently, people try to insu­ crazy ... I had much to learn. guilty about "wasting time." school, .i's artificial. Death · (or future perspective devalues 
late themselves from death. Law school 'Constantly rein­ Wasting time means behavior fear of it) forces people •to emotion and undermines hu­
Law school is the ideal place forces the belief in the future. not related to the future. Play­ chang·e their perspective. Sud­ manness. I prefer the present 
to insulate oneself from death. The time put into'studying, writ­ ing video games, watching denly they lose the.ir faith in the perspective . . . if you'll excuse 
It focuses entirely upon the fu­ ing briefs, attending classes "Green Acres" reruns and future, and it is revealed to be ,, me, NGreen Acres" is on. 
ture. i' remember the spe~ch of and t11king exams•is formidible, drinking beer are excellent an illusion. When the future Get well soon Todd I 
Audrey (the high priestess of and this great sacrifice has to 
Miss Social Procedure Fiona Smythe-Horeb 
Nylons, .Law School and the Women of the Eighties 
Dear Miss Social Procedure: 
When I came to law school in 
Buffalo, I anticipated the casual 
atmosphere one might expect 
in a Mid-Atlantic state univer­
sity. I was surprised to find so 
many women studP.nts be­
decked in skirts, panty hose, 
social and economic back­
ground have the opportunity 
to pursue medical and law de­
grees. ,4'fter . all, this is still 
America i Fortunately, Jor those 
. who wish to select their ac­
quaintances from those of simi­
lar social status the emerging 
successful woman one knows 
is, indeed, a secretary. 
One must dress according to 
the elegance of one's surround­
ings. Many appear to be misled 
by the tasteful red carpeting 
and hand-crafted plastic seats 
in O'Brian Hall. The overdress­
ers to be clamoring to be en­
lightened as to the proper dress 
for professional students. First, 
stop clamoring! Such en­
thusiasm is not only unattrac­
tive, but raises one's blood 
pressure, causing a florid coar­
sening of the features. The pri ­
nanny's continual pulling with 
the hairbrush. 
Finally, gentle reader, do not 
concern yourself with the · fu ­
ture. A young woman who 
polishes, presses, styles, 
lipsticks, clips, plucks, per­
fumes and otherwise preens 
and heels. Am I a slob? Should 
I replace· my jeans and cords 
with dresses? Please advise. 
Si_ncerely, 
Wondering in Room 106 
working class obliges by over­
dressing for the occasion. 
Young women appear partic­
ularly vulnerable to the over­
dressing syndrome, in an at­
ers obviously believe1hat they 
are rehearsing for afternoon tea 
in well appointed drawing 
rooms. 
Many overdressers hope that 
mary consideration is, natur­
ally, cleanliness, which remains 
next to godliness. 
While all clothing must be of 
hi!Jh quality, a moderate level 
her temporal self is obviously 
here for a purpose other than 
the study of law. I am quite sure 
that the age old quest does not 
concern you, gentle reader, 
Dear Wondering 
You have brought your query 
to the correct forum, Ms. Social 
tempt to assert what they mis­
takenly consider a "profes­
sional look." Several weeks 
ag·o, I, myself, noticed a young 
outward organization reflects 
inner order and discipline. Un­
fortunately, this is not so. We 
all know that · Einstein seldom 
of "disrepair and unkemptness 
are acceptable as one is seldom 
provided with staff to maintain 
one's wardrobe while away at 
since certainly the women in 
your family manage their own 
portfolios. 
Miss Social Procedure 
Procedure has long been 
amused by the phenomenon of 
overdressing and has noted 
this unfortunate trend in profes­
sional schools. 
woman dressed in an aqua 
(shudder) suit and white 
(groan) high heeled pumps. 
Rather than project a profes­
sional image, this young 
wore matching shoes, and 
while one needn't carry a disre­
gard for appearance to such ex­
tremes, his example serves as 
a model. 
school. Clothing such as jeans, 
sweaters, sweatshirts, slacks, 
etc. facilitate a casual appear­
ance and provide a happy relief 
from the rigors of home, mum­
Miss Social Procedure tries to 
answer general questions on 
professional school etiquette. 
Queries may be submitted to 
With the changes of the past 
twenty years, students of every 
woman appeared secretarial -
which is acceptable if the most 
At this point I expect my read- mie's exacting standards, and The Opinion. 
!)PI.tP Names _Officers,Announces Plansfor Year 
by Michael Kulla 
Secretary of BPILP 
The Buffalo Public Interest 
Law Program (BPILP) has many 
plans for this year. We at BPILP 
would like to let the law school 
community know what's going 
on with the Program . 
BPILP recently sponsored a 
successful raffle. The prizes in­
cluded tickets to a show at 
Shea's, free printing of re­
sumes, a set of law books, and 
a gift certificate for Walden­
books. The raffle brought in 
$300, and we'd like to thank 
everyone who helped bring 
about this profitable fundraiser. 
The directors for BPILP this 
year are : Lisa Roy Baron, Pres­
ident; , Marcy Cohen, Nancy 
Dean, and Jennifer Sanders, 
Vice Presidents; Dan DeLaus, 
Treasurer; and Michael Kulla, 
Secretary. 
Before goi'ng on to mention 
what plans BPILP has for this 
year, I'd like to describe briefly 
the history · of the Program. 
BPILP was founded in 1979 by 
four law students who wante~ 
an organization that law stu-
dents could contribute to the 
provision of legal services oper­
ated in the public interest. 
The goals which the founders 
had for the Program included 
increasing the awareness of the 
law school community, and the 
legal community in general, on 
the need for public interest 
legal services; assisting agen­
cies providing public interest 
legal services in their efforts ; 
and providing first-hand experi ­
ence to UB law · students 
through funded internships. 
BPILP's plans for this year are 
designed to further these goals. 
We will be showing two films 
on public interest issues, "The 
Right to Die " and "To Have and 
to Hold" . Another film possibil­
ity in the future is "Palsgraf­
the Movie". Yes, the most fa­
mous tort case has been im­
mortalized on film. It's certain 
to bring about some much­
needed comic relief, if not intel­
lectual debate on negligence. 
We are also planning to have 
Assemblyman Hoyt come and 
speak on the topic of child 
abuse and the law. To help fund 
our internships, more fund-
Amnesfy International 
In keeping with the goal of 
sparking student interest and 
debate, Amnesty International 
is currently planning several ac­
tivities 'on the Death Penaity. 
The Death Penalty Project is 
targeted for anywhere between 
November 14th and November 
22nd. Plans include a film, iiter-
11ture (handouts tool),1a poui­
ble student debate and/or 
apeakers. 
Atao ' in , the work• ia yet 
another information table in 
front of the library. Plan·s are 
also in the works inside the Ii-
, brary-you guessed it-the dis­
play case. Ttle organizatiol'!•,is 
also throwing around the idea 
of startlng•an incbnspicuous li­
brary on Amnesty and related 
materials. · 
All are welcome to provide ' 
input in the present projects 
and future planning. Contact. 
Margot Bennett, #15, or in the 
Clinic, Rm. 50?-
> I 
raisers such as happy hours will speakers or fundraisers, please BPILP are looking forward to 
be held. If anyone has sugges­ see any of the directors, or having an informative, success­
tions on possible films or leave a note in box 426. We at ful , and enjoyable year. 
P .A .D. Open to AllLa-w Students 
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, 
International, better known as 
P.A.D., is an organization open 
to all law students, male or 
female. Its purposes are to fos­
ter greater interaction among 
law students, the legal profes­
sion and the community. 
Already this year, PAD. has 
sponsored several activities 
which have been open to 
everyone. On .Thursday, Sep­
tember 19, there was a happy 
hour at Stuffed Mushroom 
which attracted over 100 people 
who enjoyed drink specials and 
dancing all night. 
On Friday, September 27, 
P.A.D. had its semesterly rac­
quetball party at the Boulevard 
Racquetball and Fitness Club. 
For a small admission price, the 
students filled up on beer, soda, 
pizza and wings while they 
played racquetball, pool, or just 
relaxed in the sauna and steam 
room. 
In October, P.A.D. sold law 
school T-shirts; polo shirts and 
sweatshirts in front of the li ­
brary. Because of the success 
and great demand, P.A.D. in­
tends to sell more shirts in 
November. 
On Tuesday evening, Oc­
tober 22, PAD. held its fall initi­
ation ceremonies -in the Moot 
Court Room. Twenty-three new 
members joined PAD. this fall. 
They are : Stuart Adler, Susan 
Biniszkiewicz, Paul Blaufuss, 
David Crosby, William Cum­
mings, Deborah Emerson, 
Bruce Frankiewich, Evelyn Gur­
din, Elizabeth Hendy, Ber­
nadette Herward, Edward Joz­
wiak, Alison Kent,,Stephen Kor­
niczky, Katie Lindguist, Bernie 
Marcoccia, Karen Mari::uccia, 
Robert McCarte'r, Robin Miller, 
Steve Pigeon, Carl Piper, Lisa 
Scarangella, Barbara Schwartz 
and Roger Wilcox. Welcome to 
P.A.D. This brings the total 
membership in P.A.D. to 77, 
making it the largest organiza­
tion in the law school aside 
from the SBA. 
Other activities which P.A.D. 
is planning is a Blood Drive this 
week in connection with the 
Red Cross. The officers will also 
be meeting with college stu­
dents and pre-law P.A.D. chap­
ters to familiarize them with U/B 
Law School and our chapter. 
Also on the agenda are speak­
ers and job. referral services. 
If anyone missed our fall rush 
and would like to join, leave a _ 
message with George Faust, 
M .B. 1177, or keep an eye out 
for notices of our meetings 
which are posted on the P.A.D. 
board in the mailroom. 
S.B.A. By-Law 13 Requires: 
All organizations which wish to maintain or receive an SBA charter and/or receive 
SBA funds must: 
(1) send a representative to one SBA meeting 'in the Fall of each school 
year (before November 1 ), and in the Spring (before April 1) to report on 
the group's activities and plans. 
(2) pubJish a letter. describing ,the club's a~ivities and plans in the Law 
$chool newspaper, The Opinion after October,15 and before March 15 of 
each school year. 
(3) submit a list of at least 10 signatur&s of matriculated students who are 
members of"'the organization. 
This By-law is designed to encourage an increased awareness of the rich variety of 
activities within the Law School community. Organizations which do not meet all of 
the above requir!Jments may have their charter(~) revoked, and may - at the discre-
, tionoftheSBABoardofDfrectora-bedeniedfuturefunding. (AdoptedApril 1981)
~'----·---------------------------------·i,,•' ...Nov...., 11. ,_ Opinion hge...,.. 
/ 
Fleischmann Named Editor ofU .B. Law Forum 
by Idelle Abrams know our faculty has a wonder.­ B.A. in English, she started paper Guild for excellence in She continues to do writing 
"UB is a national school now. ful record and that our students working in New York City for a writing and was nominated for ' and editing for national 
We are not a Buffalo school and pulp magazine publisher, a Pulitzer Prize for feature re­ magazines. Last month, for 
we have to keep in touch with Countrywide Publications. porting. example, she had articles in 
our alumni all over the country. "It was wonderful training," When the Courier folded, four national magazines. In Buf­
We can't do this by grapevine. says Fleischmann. "I learned Flei;chmann was recruited by falo, she is currently co-mod­
This is not a way to communi­ how to write from nine to five Woman 's World magazine to erator of a television interview 
cate." This is the pefspective of every day. I learned how to be their Living Editor. She 'took program on Channel 7., "Mind 
Ilene Fleischmann, the new write on deadline. I learned how the position "because it was Over Myth. " • 
Executive Director of the Law to write commercially." She such a wonderful job opportu­ The position as editor of the 
Alumni Association and editor has since published many nity" even though it meant UB Law Forum is a natural 
of the UB Law Forum. commuting from Buffalo, progression. in Fleischma'nn'smagazine articles including 
The Law Alumni Association one on "the confessions of a where her home and family are, professional life. Though she's 
will be celebrating its twenty­ confessions writer." to the magazine's offices in En­ worked as an- editor, she's 
fifth anniversary next yeat. It , At the Buffalo Courier-Ex­ glewood, New Jersey. -After a never held the reins as . the 
has long wante~ a vehicle that press, formerly the morning year at Woman's World, Fleisch­ editor of her own magazine. 
would allow them to keep in newspaper in Buffalo, Fleis­ mann was satisfied that she The UB Law Forum is her 
touch with UB alumni scattered chmann was a staff reporter had succeeded in a national chance to confront that chal­
all over the country and over­ and columnist for the features arena, at a magazine with a lenge and "that gives me a lot 
seas. When the first issue of the department. She did many con­ mass-market circulation of 20 of creative satisfaction," says 
UB Law Forum was published sumer stories as well as her col­ million readers. However, the Fleischmann. Her goal i~ a slick 
last June by Fleischmann's pre­ umn on style and living. In 1982 strains of commuting on her and sophisticated publication 
decessor Ruth Gaare, it was Alumni A.,·.wdarimt E.H'cuti,·(• /)in•cwr Fleischmann was cited by both and her family became over­ that presents a professional 
very enthusiastically received. Ilene f"h•ischmwm the New York State Associated whelming and she returned to image of the law school. 
Fleischmann is looking for­ Fleischmann brings a wealth Press and the Buffalo News- Buffalo. 
ward to editing the Forum and of writing experience to the 
plans to continue to upgrade position. As a professional BPILP Offers Employment ... 
the magazine to make it an ef­ writer she has done everything TO: 1st, 2nd and 3rd Year Law agencies have staff attorneys for these projects is divided 
fective tool for building visibil ­ from writing for movie Students but many don't. Agencies con­ between the agency and 
ity for the law school. "The magazines and confessions FROM: Buffalo Public Interest tact BPILP and BPILP matches BPILP. 
more our alumni hear about us magazines to investigative re­ Law Program (BLILP) ~tudents on its registry with po­
the more likely they'll be to hire porting on such charged topics • BPILP also maintains a listingRE: Employment Oppor- sitions as they become available. 
our people and help us recruit," as sexual abuse by physicians. of short term projects thattunities with Local Public Students work under either a 
says Fleischmann. She adds, When she graduated from the need volunteers. This is aService Agencies staff attorney or a consulting at­
"We should let our alumni University of Pittsburgh with a good way to get your foot intorney in doing their legal re­
BPILP is a program designed the door!search. Students are matched 
to provide experiences for stu ­Two L. Sec. 2 Advances based upon their interests and • Applications are located out­dents in public interest law. As experience. side the BPILP office (Room
one of its projects, BPILP main­
tains a Law Student Registry 
To Football Championship 10). 
By trouncing North Dallas The field is located in the El­ GENERAL INFORMATION 
which matches law student in­ • Drop off completed applica­Forty by the score of 32-12, Two licot Complex, directly behind terns with Public Interest Agen­ tions in box 345. A resume isL. Sec. II , the Law School 's flag the tennis courts. • The time commitment for a
cies needing legal research optional , but a listing offootball team has advanced to Although a law school team project ranges from 5-40 done, in an effort to provide stu­ courses taken and related ex­the University Championships. has captured the University hours. Most agencies under­dents with opportunities to par­ perience is strongly recom­The team is undefeated thus Football Championship, this stand the time constraints on ticipate in public interest law. mended.far, and the opening playoff team intends to change that students and are flexible. Many non-profit agencies If you have any questions,game will be held this Saturday, statistic. All are welcome to at­ deal with issues that have legal • Positions are paid at a rate of leave a note in box 345 or stopNovember 16 at 12:00, on the tend . 




P.J.'s Wings are the Best! 
ONLY 10¢ FOR JUMBO WINGS 
No "buy one get one free" . 
. . . just plain & straight-10¢ each~ 
.Also: Beer Specials Every NightJ#..
*$2.75 pitchers till 11:00 with coupon • 
P. J. BOTTOMS 
FOOD-BOOZE-BOOGIE 
are bright and involved. " 
3·2 7 () rnain stieet buffalo, :n.y. 14214 833-3270 
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The Opinion would like to congratulate the following award winners of.the 1985 
Desmond Moot C9urt.Competition, and commend all the participants for an exciting 
an~ successful competition. · ----. 
, 











Terry Richman _ 
Mary Ann Babinski 
QUARTER-FINALISTS 
Cindy Fenichel Paul Karp 
Andrew Winston Jay Kenigsberg Peter Abdella 
llt!!------.....----BEST BRIEFS---------. 
----BEST ORALISTS:---...... 
Due to the Moot Court Competition taking place after our deadline, an article 
covering the event will be forthcoming in (!Urn.ext issue: 
First 
Gail Breen 











WITHOUT LOSS OF DEPOSIT. 
So, you·'ve made a mistake. If you were lured into 
another bar review course by a slick sales pitch in your 
first or se~ond year, .and now want to SWITCH TO 
PIEf:'ER, then your deposit ·with that other bar re­
view course will not be lost. 
· Simply register for PIEPER and send ·proof of your 
payment to the other bar review course (copy of your . 
check) and you will receive a dollar for dollar credit for . 
up to $150 toward your tuition in the PIEPER BAR 
REVIEW. 
for more information see your Pieper 
Representatives or telephone 
(516) 747-4311 . 
I 
PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE 
BAR REVIEW, LTD. 




.Second .Robert Schnizler 
Terry Richman Peter Abdella 









John Ferlicca Peter Abdella 
EARLY REGISTRATION 
.STUDENT DISCOUNT- $125 
PIEPER BAR· RlVIEW COURSE 
ENROLL NOW to save a seat in the 
LIVE course! 
ENROLL BY December 1 and save $125 -
Tot~I cost only $700'! 
ENROLL NOW and take the MPRE Review 
Course at no addili.onal cost in 
March, August or Novemb~r. -
ENROL~ NOW! $100.SAVES YOUR PLACE! 
.. ' ...• 
For more information see your Pieper 
Representatives or telephone 
(516) 747-4311 
PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE 
BAR REVIEW, lTD. -
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501 
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JIMMY MAC'S 
Jimmy Mac's 
555 Elmwood Avenue 
886-8112 
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
Jimmy Mac's is a good little 
corner bar ... except on Fri­
days. By eight o'clock on Friday 
Jimmy Mac's is teeming with 
the downtown professional 
crowd. Although the barten­
ders provided excellent service 
(I barely had time' to eaves­
drop), the sea of suits pushes 
this corner bar beyond its limits 
and possibly the fire codes . 
Throughout the night my re­
search assistants and I had our 
backs to the wall. 
The professional chatter ("I 
just had a conference with my 
accountant; this tax bracket is 
killing me." .· . . "I'm torn be­
tween buying or leasing ." ) 
drowned out the background 
music, an appealing cir­
cumstarrce given the music : the 
" Saturday Night Fever Sound­
track." 
Feminism, as far as most of 
the · male patrons . are con­
cerned, is non-existent on Fri ­
days at Jimmy Mac's. Some 
female patrons explained that 
a meat market atmosphere per­
vades Friday nights. The pro­
fessional chatter (" Come here 
often?" ) substantiated this, as 
did an interview with a rather 
unenlightend fellow who refer­
red to women as "targets " (Dr. 
Freud . . . Calling Dr. Freud). 
The prices at Jimmy Mac's 
are moderate: $.95 for a 
Michelob draft, $1 .10 for 
Labatts draft. One of my re­
search assistants noted how­
ever, that the beer mugs are 
among the heaviest in the free 
world . After a few mugs (with 
my arm tiring), I noticed that the 
" plants" hanging above the 
crowd were actually plastic 
ferns. This seemed .an appro­
priate symbolism for a majority 
of the downtown crowd: fake 
living things for fake living 
things. 
I le<1rned two important 
things from watching the meat 
market : the proper way to use 
a watch and order a drink. For 
the watch, place the index and 
middle fingers firmly upon the 
top of the wrist. Slide the two 
fingers up the forearm while 
pulling the wrist towards the 
body stopping with the elbow 
at a 90 degree angle. Repeat 
this process periodically to 
develop the impression of a 
person "on the go," or to dis­
play an expensive watch. 
The proper mechanics for or­
dering drinks are equally pre­
tentious. But due to the excel­
lent service at Jimmy Mac's as 
compared to other bars, this is 
not as great a test of polished 
style. Place hip fir[!llY against 
the bar leaning slightly forward . 
The crucial point is the subtle 
attracting .of the bartender's at­
tention. 
There are two methods. Point 
a finger or cur·r-ency at the bar­
tender, but never wave or ges­
ture. Let the help find you . The 
more masterful technique is 
merely to point at .your empty 
glass. Remain as placid as pos­
sible. Never "work" for a bar­
tender's (or anyone else's) at­
tention . 
I'll probably go to Jimmy 
Mac's again ._ Its near my apart­
ment (the most popular reason 
given for going there). I'll avoid 
it on Fridays ; I'm a claus­
trophobic drinker. But if you 
find yourself at Jimmy Mac's on 
a Friday, take my advice : Don't 
wear a suit ; you might be mis­
taken for a plastic fern. 
Mulligan's Brick Bar 
229 Allen Street 
886-9883 
by Timothy Burvid 
Allentown, that small sector 
of downtown ~uffalo which 
fancies itself a mini-Greenwich 
Village, is· home to Mulligan's 
Brick Bar. Historically, Allen­
town has been populated Qy ar­
tisans, writers, and general ad­
vocates of the Bohemian life-
style, and is the site of the inter­
nationally famous Allentown 
Art Festival in June. While the 
neighborhood has always had 
to contend with intermittent 
crime, it is now challenged by 
a full -scale Yuppie invasion, 
seeking to take advantage of 
the architecturally rich, Victo­
rian era homes, to the accom­
paniment of skyrocketing real 
estate and rental costs. 
Mulligan's Brick Bar, once a 
part of a trinity of Mulligan's 
bars, is not a "neighborhood" 
bar ; the great majority of pa­
trons arrive by car. Neverthe­
less, it is an anchor in the com­
munity, and, to the chagrin of 
some of the older residents, 
draws in thousands of custom­
ers a week. 
The Brick Bar is not a cafe. It 
is not for the meek at tieart. It 
is a carnival, where hundreds 
of patrons squeeze into the 
long, narrow bar with only one 





And drink they do, in mass 
·quantities. It seems. like every 
9ther minute, the D.J. broad­
casts a request for more cases 
to be brought to the bar. While 
ordinary bartenders at-ordinary 
bars spend their time mixing 
one or two drinks at a time, the 
bartenders at Mulligan's spend 
half their time opening and sel­
ling full cases of beer, the same 
way people drink them. Buying 
beer by the case is a novelty 
that never fails to astonish the 
uninitiated. 
There is no dance floor in the 
· Brick Bar. Except for a few con-
Phot,>!i b.t' P~ul Hlimm,ind 
cert posters, a multi-colored 
stuffed elephant's head, a large 
assortment of memorabilia 
suspended above the bar, a few 
video games, the Brick ·Bar is 
basically four walls, a ceil1ng, 
and a floor in a sound old build-
- ing where young people con­
sume alcohol, listen to rock and 
roll music, and run into old 
friends. More than most places, 
it relies heavily on regulars, of 
which there are plenty. 
The Brick Bar does its briskest 
trade on Fridays, Saturdays, 
and Mondays, although a 
BAR 
of the people one encounters 
on a Monday night have been 
there since the beginning. 
While the average crowd is 
between 18 and 28, there is no 
typical patron. Punks, politi­
cians, professional athletes, 
and even parents stop in. Don't 
try to make any connect,ion~ 
here though, kiddies, these 
people are here to drink also. No 
one will remember you 'any­
way, unless you wear your in_-
ladies' night on Thursdays is 
beginning to attract fairly good 
crowds. its "Rock and Roll Mon­
days" is Buffalo's longest run­
ning . weekly tradition , they 
claim. The big attraction on 
Mondays is oldies music and, 
of course, beer by the case 
(O.V. ," Matt's, and Stroh's), al­
though normal- sized portions 
are always available. 
Curiously, even on week­
nights, there is plenty of room 
to move about until around 
11 :30 p.m. when regulars from 
places like South Buffalo begin 
their weekly hegiras downtown. 
By 1 :00 1a.m., however, when 
the bars in most of the rest of 
the known world are already 
closing up shop, the nocturnal 
Happy Hour at Mulligan's is just 
be.ginning, and occasionally 
one has to wait in line. 
The Brick Bar is a downtown 
institution, even though its fif­
teen years of existence is a rela­
tively short time. Ir is regularly 
visited by Bud, the Allentown 
shoeshine man/button sales­
man, lending further credibility 
to its institutional status. Some 
terview suit, in which case 
you're liab.le to get beat up, 
especially if you start shooting · 
off your mouths. . 
The best way to eitperience 
the Brick Bar is to round up as ' 
many people as possible, do 
something mellow in the early 
evening like wrestling al­
ligators, and head downtown 
about midnight. Tell the barten- _ 
der-how many cases_you want.1 
, Don't draw needless attention 
to yourself by ordering single 
beers on 'y'our first visit; act like 
a regular. 
Then wander on over to any­
number of places where you 
might perch yourself and .your 
beer (stay away from the 
butcher block, its mine!), lean 
back, listen to the music,. and 
enjoy the carnival. Steer clear 
of occasional fights, and save 
enough money for breakfast at 
the Towne Restaurant 
(Elmwood and Allen), but make 
certain not to order tfie Greek­
burger with both Feta cheese 
and onions, unless you want to 
--substantially alter the fragrance 
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Proxy Voting Questioned • • • Comics By Chapus 
conlinwd from page 6 
tion was most definitely not 
moot last spring, when one ab-
1oent SBA member ;.gave" 
another member. full authority 
to vote for both of them. This 
took place at t~e mega..contr.ov­
ersial budget meeting, · where 
several votes - including the 
$1,000 cut in funding to The 
Opinio~were decided 10 to 9. 
The proxy voting only added to 
the controversy. 
Without questiQn, the Rules 
Committee should clear up offi­
cially the status of proxy voting. 
If it is to be allowed, it should 
be incorporated into the Con­
stitution or 'By-laws. No future 
matter ·should be decided 
based upon a questionable 
practice. , 
Ithink proxy statements have 
no place in a deliberative and 
representative body, and 
should therefore be forbidden. 
As a representative body, each 
SBA director is supposed to 
r epresent his or her con­
stituents. All directors have an 
equal voting power. But with a 
proxy vote, one director may 
have twice the voting power as 
another. And as a deliberative 
body, SBA only takes a position 
on a matter after discussion and 
consideration of the viewpoints 
A little bit of this ... 
A little bit of that . 
The Central Park Grill 
SUNDAY · MONDAY 'WEDNESDAY 
Open Mike JAZ2.. · Shaki.n' Smith 
JAM and hisAnythingGoes! l' 
BluesBand 
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
50¢~ FISH.FRY 10¢.,Wings $3.00$1.00 $3.95 . 
'Pitchers &rDrlnks 
Seasoned To Flt Your Taste 
~ePG~ · · 
2519 Main Street 
. · 
. : . '*A reol 1H!.r' and,,,,,,,, 
, ICffCIEN OPEN TILL I A.II. 
This ad entitles you to .one free draft or 
. of others. How can an absent 
member vote on a subject with­
out benefit of this discussion? 
SBA proceedings-to their 
credit-tend ·to be'' somewhat 
informal. Motions are proposed 
more or less on the spot, and 
often can be understood only 
within the context of the sur­
rounding discussion. A written 
statement indicating a willing­
ness to vote a certain way on a 
certain matter may be ,off point 
when the matter is actually 
brought to a vote. And needli,ss 
to say, all us budding young· 
lawyers can have a field day 
umaking the argument" that a 
written proxy does or does not 
result in a certain kind of vote. 
· Fina.Uy, proxy statements cari 
only encourage . absenteeism. 
SBA members. this year have 
had fairly good attendance re­
cords, but nothing should be 
done to discourage this excel­
lent record. 
A second . issue appropriate 
for Rules Committee interpreta­
tion, was also raised at the 
November 4th meeting: when 
is an issue decided? When can 
it be "reconsidered?" Accord­
ing to Robert's Rules, once an 
action has been taken, it can tie • 
reconsidered only at the same 
meeting. But Cohen has said 
that SBA often reconsiders an 
acti~taken at its previous 
meeting. 
Clarification· is required. 
When SBA makes an appoints 
. ment or an appropriation of 
.: · mohey, tlie finality'Ofthe action 
(or lack of it) should be crear. 
Maybe the power to recon­
sider a subject should be re­
serve.d by SBA. But this power 
.ought to be formally layed 
down. Perhaps there should be 
a time limit on such reconsider­
. ations. And the people involved 
. definitely deserve timely notice 
of the possibility of reconsider-
ation. · 
SBA operates somewh@t in­
formally. But many students 
and student organizations plan 
their activities based upon SBA 
decisions and procedures. 
Where there are areas of poten­
tial future ·~onflicts, such as 
proxy .voting Iand reconsidera­
tion votes, ftirmal guidelines 
should be proposed by 'the 
Rules Committee and approved 
by SBA. 
Editor's Note: SBA Rules Com­
mittee Chairperson Susan 
Biniszkiewicz intends to dis-
cuss the matters of proxy vot­
. ing and motions to reconsider 
at the next meeting of the Rflles 
Committee. 
PACKAGE OF-501 Includes 
' 
• TYPESE:f-1 pg. RESUMES (8~x11,blacklnk) 
• 50 MATCHING BLANK SHEETS · 
• 50 MATCHING BLANK E~Et.OPESJ 
NOW li~@ffl 
CHOOSEFROM -
VARIOUS TYPESTYLES J PAPERSI 
3 DAY SERVICE -
Coupon muat be pr.-nted. 




834-7046~nebarmixeddrink with each food Item purchased. 
· Limit one per cuatomer. &p,a ui26185 
t1€Y 6'Jrt6y, CttfCI: /i oUr! LET'S st£... ''SNJktvPTl:Y'' 
1 Fo11~1> II cov~€ ••. "C.01"1~a,c'"L fllfQ. "... 
c'11At.OC', fto~ Hi1i<IIAAb "w1us AN) €'sT,tieS •~ .. 
l.J\V Sc.lt,oL 1 
,BJ1" LOO~ - NO ."1E1>1EVAL 
LAW, Nt, ·MA.tX/S,M1 NO 
OOJ1~A.L- AM~/C/1 JivbY 
G~ovfS NOTHING otJ . 
st..Ptv'il.Y oP.. cu~Tu(l.l't/... 
fLJJ~1'L.ISM • · · 
.Nominations are currently being taken for the Henry Luce 
Sbholarship, a prestigious award open to law students in­
terested in an intensive experience in Asia who otherwise never 
have contemplated such in-depth exposure to Asia. 
Prior experience or education in Asian studies is not required. 
·'.tn fact, it .will result in ineligibility since the scholarship fund 
is looking for non-specialist .students. 
For more information or applications, contact Barry Boyer, 
Director of Baldy Center for ~wand Social Policy at 636-2102, 
or William C. Barbara, Assistant· Dean, Division of Graduate 
and Professional Education at 636-2939. 
REVIVAL OF LAW SCHOOL 
YEARBOOK MEETING 
Monday, November 18 at 3:30 p.m. 
Room 724 (The Opinion -office) 
All interested persons are u-rged to attend. 
If unable to attend, leave note in M.B. #754. 
RESUME SPECIAL! 
FOR STU-D~NTS & FACULTY 
✓ 
SAVE 15• NOWI 
e,q,trei .12131/85 
3171 Main Street , 
LITTLE KNOWN TORTS· 
During our years of researching dusty, dank, dingy law libraries and other known 
(and even some unknown) niches and crannies in search of potentially bizarre bar 
exam questions that might be" sprung on unsuspecting students, we discovered 
certain "little known torts" that have yet to appear on any exam. As a special 
student service, we thought it only fair to bring one of these unknown torts 
out in the open, just 1n case. 
........ 
- . 
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MAIL TO YOUR NEAREST JOSEPHSON/KLUWER OFFICE 




Stole ________..ip _______ 
low School ______________ 
Please enclose on opplicolion for, 
D Bar Review Course- Stole _________ 
D Multistote Worbhop 
Rules, ,.,,._ ...Jt. pc,,lnloMd no lalo, lhon _, 29, 1985. Tho $25.00 
.,,._...wt1bemalod1otho...,.upon19Ce1p1ol-,.,,_, s25.oo.,,._... 
luuod ore willd tlwaugh Jar--, 31, 1986. $25.00 .,,._... wtl be hono,od IN AOOt, 
TlON TO THE FAil Ol5COUNT ody Myou en,ol In tho liar - CourM prior 1o 
Dooombor 15, 1915 o,rd-MUSTbe ollochodtotho ~Aar-,1. ftom 
~ 16, 191510 Jor.,ory 31, l986coo_,.wtl be 1-.d otfACE VAlUE 
ONlY. ln al"""°• tho- is a~,._ tho - price o,rd NOT o doduc:­:;,1r~ bool< dopooits/down pay,Mrn, ~ are ,..,.cwilNiuble. No 
Ono - po, lludont for,_ on llor - a, Mu11s1o1o WOIUl,op. 
o,lalolt 
LOS ANGELES OfFICE 
10101 w. Jeffenon Blvd . 
Cul..,, Oty, CA 90232 
12131558-3 100 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
129 Hyde St,eet 
Son honclsco, CA 94102 
14151 776-3202 
MICHIGAN OfFICE 
Northland Towe,s West 
1501 
15565 Northland Drive 
Southfield, Ml 48075 
13131559-7606 
NEW YORK OfFICE 
10 East 21st Street 
~ 1206-7 
New Y.,,._ NY 10010 
12121 SOS-2060 
aosrON OfFICE 





SI. Poul, MN 55104 
16121644-6010 
Oh, and that's in addition $ 75 NJ 
to the current fall discount of 125 pA 
Answers (check one) 125 NY 
D Private Peter Pilarim was held 'liable tiecause he was 
clumsy. 
D Chief Chuclcie Checz wu held liable bcca111e he 
lcnowin,ly placed the dinner table too close to the 
•'slippery'' . rock. 
D All parties were held to be panially at fa)llt and ordered 
to sit down at a dinner table and to "live thanb" that , 
no serious damqe wu done and to celebrate the 
momauoua occ&lion at. least once a ,ear. 
.......... 
